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What is
NWICODE?
This is a platform where you can
create any mobile application without
code and contacting programmers.
Thousands of freelancers, digital
agencies and developers unite in one
No-Code community



Finding mobile app developers is simple... it
sucks. It's confusing, time-consuming and
expensive. The average small business spends
more than $10,000 a year to pay for the
services of programmers. Startups bring in
more than $30,000 a year on average.

The Nwicode solution is simple: self-
made mobile application builder that
allows anyone to create a modern,
optimized for iOS/Android /PWA
devices in less than 30 minutes - for
1/10rd the price. We remove the
headaches and hassles for everyone,
bringing you Creating mobile
applications Without Code.



Highlights
More than 1.7 billion websites

worldwide, by 2025 mobile
applications will exceed this figure

Gartner predicts that code-free app
development will account for 65% of
the market in 2024

Even the CEO of GitHub agrees that
the future is for development without
code

In 2021, mobile device sales are
projected to make up 75% of all e-
Commerce sales

With over 2.8 million apps on Google
Play and 1.96 million on the Apple App
Store, growth continues



WHAT IS
NWCOIN?
NWCoin is a coin issued to improve
the quality of service provision,
internal settlement when buying and
selling digital goods and services,
remuneration of participants, etc. in
the No-code community



NWCoin is a BEP-20 token on BSC and
it is the hottest contract for a rewards
token on BSC. Fully Doxxed team as a
display of confidence and to instill
trust in the project.

All tokens have been reviewed by the
security audit company and passed
the contract security audit!



$NWC is developed on the basis of a
mobile application development
platform that unites developers and
digital agencies and allows them to
buy and sell their applications, design
elements and their own services.

This gives $NWC a real practical
benefit in the NWICODE ecosystem.
Take advantage of the platform where
No-Code and blockchain developers
come together!



2%

2% of each purchase/sale is sent to the
investment fund for new startups. Twice a

year, the community votes and invests in 10
startups at an early stage...



As a measure to stimulate the growth of the token exchange rate, every
month a token repurchase (PayBack) will be made at the market price for an

amount equal to 10% of the company's profit received for the previous month.
 

All tokens redeemed as part of the repurchase will be destroyed.
At the beginning of each month, the amount of profit for the previous month

and the amount of redeemable tokens for the current month will be
announced. After that, a smooth purchase of tokens from the market will take
place within a month. If there is an insufficient supply of tokens on the market,
the amount of the current month's repurchase will be transferred to the next

and summed up with the amount of the next month's repurchase.

 
 

Nwcoin will be the first
coin protocol to use an expert

market maker!



NWCOIN is the
ecosystem’s native

BEP20 token!

Token Name: Nwcoin
Symbol: NWC

Initial Supply: 100,000,000,000 ≈ 100 M

Decimals: 18

Contract: 0x0439D9ddE3B831F2b22EE2a829F361A279adB583



TOKENOMICS
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Tax Transaction: 

 

Fee Breakdown: 
DEVELOPMENT FUND: 1% MARKETING TAX: 1% BUY-BACK TAX*:1%

*will be utilized to keep the price of the token in check by buying back
the tokens and burning themm (like $RISE token)

*These yields will filter back into the ecosystem in the form of strategic
buybacks as executed by our market maker.

Tokenomics



The information provided above does not constitute financial advice,
investment advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you
should not treat any of the contents as such. Cryptocurrencies carry a
high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. 

The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of
your initial investment and therefore you should not invest money that
you cannot afford to lose. 

Do your own due diligence and consider consulting an independent
financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

Disclaimer



OFFICIAL LINKS

Forum https://forum.nwicode.com/

Telegram https://t.me/coinnwc

FB https://www.facebook.com/nwicode/

Twitter https://twitter.com/nwicode

Site https://nwcoin.io/

Site https://nwcode.io/


